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KJN<; 1IA<;J.1Ell'S 'I'ALK
,\ \l<;t•!'T 2~). 1754
A~

to our Li Yei ng on 1 h <1~P l.1HncJ s

\\e Expect to Ji,·e on thP~fl I.Hn,ls ,,.e no,,· Jlnc:~p~~
l>uring our Time here
for ,,·hen the Great mnn nlHl\·p 1nacle u~
hP nlso ninde th is J~land
hr tll ~ o n1nde our forPfnlhl'rc: a11d of thi~ Colour :lncl Hue.
(.,<';hoH 111 q his honrls & Rr<'nsf)
h P nlso fixed nur forefather~ nnrl u~ hcrE>
to Inherit this I.,nnci nnd J~ ,·e r ~incP

\\·e J.. ivecl ;lfter our nin1111er nncl fashion
\,·e in those Jlays,
}1n,j no J11 ~ trun1 e nts
•
1'o s ui>11ort our Jiving
hu l Rn,,·~ \vl1ich ,,.e con111le:1 t cl ,,·ith ~tone~.
kr1i\e~ ''e J1ad none.
and as it ,,·n~ our (11 s tr>m in 1ho'P d~v~ tn l.ut our hair
\\ C I ill [this ] 1>.'" D11rning it <>f[fl our h e :lcl ~ anrl R"cli e~
\rit h ( f.'H1!' nf Fire.
our
xcs ,,." n1ade of stone
,,.<' ll1C<l our~eJ,·ps \\'ith fish TePlh
our ('loathing ,,·ere ~kin5' n11d Ft1rr
ir1ste~rl <)f ,,·}1ich \Ye [no''' ] En.io.\' 1h<J~e C1 t>n th~
,,·hich ,,.e got from the \\·hite Jl CP J))P
nncl Ever ~ince they
first rn1l1e nm0ng- 11~
•
,,.e hnve Enjo~·ecl n)J tho"P tl1illgs
that \\·e '"ere then de,titule of
for ,,·hich ,,.e thank the ,,·hit, J)eo1)le.
:tncl to thi~ f)n\·
•
\\' C• hn\·p Ji, crl in a T~rnth e rJ~· 1.Jo,·e & J)eace \\·ith t11em
:t1HI n ln re l~!' J)eC' i:lJ].,- ,,·itl1 l}1c<::e 'fl1ree Gn,·e rnment~
[Soutl1 ("arnlina, Nnrth 'arolina. Rnrl , .. irginin]
n11cl it i " our Ecirne~t J )e ~ ire
t hat I J0 '·e an ci Fri n d ~ l1 i J)
,,·hich }1a~ Ro J_,o11g ren1ain'cl
s houlcl I•:\ rr continue.
-- frnn 1 th < No1t}1 ("Rrolina C'nlnnial l!l'C(l rd ~.
(Thi~ .c.:7>rf'ch of fh r Ct1/rr11·l>a l r o,l rr us infcr1>1·rferl l 1 !t 1'iutf hc11· Tnolc is uuchrtHfJ( <1 i11 .C:.J>< llinp nnd 7>1111cf11afio11 t rn,11 its
7>11l>lir rr co rr1.~ · t •nf r!t. C.?'Cfl]Jf thnf i f h<' .~ 1 < en <liririerl i11fo l inrs
fn sho11· its />u r tir q11nlifir.C\.)
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2

The Catawba Indian Nation was once one of
the larg est and most powerful Indian nations
in the southeast.

Over the years as a result

of disease, poor social conditio ns, and assimilati on into the white culture, the Catawba
Indian Nation has been reduced to less than
two thousand known members of blood descent.
The majority of these Indians live on what is
known as the Catawba Indian Reservation.

The

Catawba Indian Reservation is a 630 acre tract
of rocky, partially wooded land along the
Catawba River.

Approximately ten miles south-

east of Rock Hill, South Carolina in York
County, the reservation is currently held in
trust by th e State of South Carolina, pending
a land claim settlement by the Catawba Indian
Nation.

Th e Catawbas of today not only are

striving for recognition a nd awareness from
the surrounding community , but also from within the tribe as well for a new sense of identity.

3

A cultural/community center has been pro-

posed as a vital approach to achieving this
recognition and identity.

This cultural/

community center would act to achieve cormnunity
focus and serve as an educational facility for
the Tribe.

Space would be provided for a mu- .

seum, a meeting hall, administrative offices ,
classrooms, craft studios , and recreational
areas .

In creating this focus for the Reserva-

tion, the opportunity would exist to plan other
areas of the Reservation as well.

The challenge

of this project goes beyond creating a physical
environment to satisfy a set of functional
needs--it also requires the ability to represent
and capture in a built form the pride of an unfamiliar culture deeply rooted in tradition.
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MAJOR TWENTIETH CENTURY
NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES
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According to the 1970 United States census
report, t h ere are approximately 792,730 plus
Native American Indians l i v in g in the United
States today.

In 1970, the mean income for

these Indians was approximately $5,8 32 as compared with a national mean income level of
$9,590.

1

While this national mean income level

has r i sen in the past decade , the Indian mean
income level has not risen significantly.

As

a result of this, nin ety percent of the available h ousing for Indians as a group is s ubstandard , with other living condition s following in kind.

Among the Indians , the unemploy -

ment rate has been as high as ninety percent ,
there exists a high rate of alco ho lism , and
the level of education , on the average, does
2
not exceed the fifth grade.

It is little

wonder that the suicide rate among the Native
American Indians is twice as high as the
n ational average .

7

These statistics J.eave little doubt that
t l1ere exists a critical need for aid programs
to assist the Indians in their social plight .
The question that arises from this , however ,
is that with the availability of state and
federal welfare programs that exist today,
wl1y are the Native American Indians still one

of

l1e poorest minorities?
In order to answer this question, there

needs to be an understanding of the policies ,
atti. tudes , and services which have been applied
toward the American Indians since the arrival
of the white man on this continent.
began to occur for two main reasons :

Problems
1 ) the

co or1 is ts viewed tl1e ne\v land as property,
whereas the Indians viewed the land as life,
and 2 ) despite the aid the Indians gave tl1e
colonists in adjusting to the 11ew land the
colo11ists ' spirit of ai-rogar1ce and superiority
11urtured a feeling of master)' O\Ter the ne\v

8

land.

As a result the attitude taken toward

any conflict with the Indians was to remove
them (the Indians ) from the land .

3

Recognition of the problems brought to
bear on the Indians by the colonists first
came in 1775 when the Continental Congress
established three Indian departments in the
northern, middle, and southern parts of the
country to handle the financial affairs and
support of the Indians in these regions.

The

irony of these departments is that while supposingly being created to protect the inter est
of the Indians they actually functioned to
protect the welfare of the colonists by insuring the neutrality of the Indians during
the Revolutionary War.
Following the Revolutionary War, in 1789,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs was established
under the war departme nt in order to b egin
administering to the medical and educational

9

needs of the Indians , and at the same time,
form treaties for the purchase of Indian land . 4
In 1 820 , under the administration of Andrew
Jackson , the Indian RemovaJ_ Bill was enacted .
Believing that the Indian and the white man
could not live together, Andrew Jackson used
this bill to remove all Indians to the territory
beyond the Mississippi

(to what is now Oklahoma)

and allow them to live as they pleased .
Several situations resulted from this action :

1 ) The eastern Indian population was reduced
from 125 , 000 Indians in 1820 , to less than

30 , 000 Indians by 1844 .

2) Inter- tribal war-

fare increased due to the forced mixing of
what were historically enemy tribes.

3)

A11

increased level of tension arose between t11e
I n dians and the white man .

5

During the Civil War and post Civil War
era little attempt was made toward the better ment of the Indians ' situation.

The prevailing

attitude of the time was that "the or1ly good

10
Indian is a dead I n d i an ."

6

What was to ulti -

mately develop from t h is attitude became known
a s the Reservation System .

Begun in 1 868 , this

system was believed to be the Indian s' only
chance for s u rvival .

The essence of thi s sys -

tem was t h at " no persons or wh ite persons s h all
be permitted to settle upon or occupy any por tion of the territory, or without consen t of
the Indians, pass through the same ."

7

It was hoped that by granting the Indian s
J.and through t h e Reservation System , a me a ns
of dealing with and controlling t he Ind i ans
would result .

The great flaw in the Rese r vation

System , h owever , was the fact tha t

the majority

of the policy makers of that time assumed that
the cause of all Indian related problems stemmed from t h e Indians ' desire for land-- unfor t unately t h is was n ot the case .

As a result ,

t h e Ind ian s became i ncreasingly i s olated from
t h e wh ite man ' s society .

8

11
In the early 1920's, there was a brief
movement to reform policies toward the treatment of Indians.

The only highlight which

came out of this movement was the granting of
citizenship to all Native American Indians in
1924.

9

The next big thrust toward Indian re-

form was not to be seen until 1934 under the
New Deal policies of the Roosevelt administration.
Due to the efforts of John Collier, Conunissioner
of Indian Affairs at that time, an Indian Reorganization Act was formulated as an attempt to
reevaluate the thinking toward Indian administration of the past century.

During this period

the Indian population experienced a new upswing
despite many continued problems.

Basically, how-

ever, the act fell short of meeting Indian needs
and left areas of neglect in health, education,
and water and mineral rights.

10

The next significant occurrence came during
the 1950's when many tribes considered becoming

12
self-sufficient and terminating their ties
with the federal government.

In 1946, Congress

had ordered the Department of the Interior to
make a full report on each tribe under the
government's jurisdiction.

In 1953, the re-

ports' results indicated that all tribes should
be terminated as soon as possible.

11

As a

result of this report a campaign began to pressure the Indians to accept termination of federal
protection and federal wervices.

A total of

nineteen tribes lost federal recognition, the
Catawba Indian Nation being among them.
Along with tribal status termination was
to be the abolishment of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the issuing of title to land totaling approximately fifty-million acres.

Although

the Bureau of Indian Affairs was corrupt, controlled their lives, and was run by white men,
many Indian tribes who were able to retain
federal recognition during this time fought to

13
keep the Bureau's existence.

These Indians

feared that they might be obliterated in the
future as tribes and would lose what little
they had gained in the past if the Bureau
were to be abolished.

12

The Bureau of Indian

Affairs was never abolished.
With the coming of the decade of the 1960's
the notion of termination became a discredited
13
.
po 1 icy.

New legislation brought a reawakening

to the plight of the American Indians.

Building

loans became available, and new ag enc i es , with
no commitment to assimilate the Indians into the
white society, were fanned to deal with the
unique social needs of the Indian populous.

In

1962, the Manpower Development and Training Act
was passed which became a comprehensive act for
on-the-job training for the Indians as well as
other minority groups.

Other programs develop-

ed during this time which aided the Indians
were Vista, the Job Corps, and the Home Improvement Act.

14
From 1966 to 1967 a survey was conducted
by the Department of Labor , and the survey ' s
findings concluded that every effort should be
made to encourage and preserve the Native
.
American
In d'ian cu 1 tures . 14

In a message to

Congress in 1970 , President Richard Nixon ex pressed his own belief in the ideal of Indian
self-determination , calling self - determination
an Indian right .

Nixon ' s speech was only a

statement of intent and while it in itself did
not bring about change, it did point Indian
d.
.
1s
.
.
]
po icy in a new 1rect1on .

Nixon promised

to request money from Congress to fund Indian
programs in the areas of education and health ,
and to educate t h e urban Indian s as to thei r
.
. 'b'l'
own e 1 1g1
1 ity f or we 1£ are services
.

16

Some

programs wl1ich developed out of this were the
Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA)
and tl1e

~vork

Incentive P rogram (WIN).

15
Despite these new programs and policies,
the Buceau of Indian Affairs remained the
primary governmental agency for the Indians ,
and the main caretaker and guardian of Indian
land , money , and almost everything else in
the Indians ' behalf.

Thus through the 1970 ' s

th e goal of assimilati on gave way to the enco u1-ageme nt of Indian self-detennination and
unprecedented federal efforts to help Indians
me e t

•
•
•
It is
ironic

their social welfare needs.

however that despite the one billion dollars
spent annually on Indi.an programs, the American
Indian still remains one of the most impoverished people in America today .

17

This tends

to point out that possibly too much money is
being spent on " the wl1e e ls of bureaucracy" i.nstead of being spent on the heart of the Indian
blight .
•

The limited success of current and past
Indian we lfare programs is centered around the

16
fact th at the white man has still made little
effort to obt ain an understanding of the underlying principles of the Indian culture .

Any

attempt to determine the extent to which
India11s wiJ.l

utilize available social welfare

s er vices must take into account the following
cultural factors :
1)

A basic element of the Indian cul tur e is the principle of noninterference which states that" ... any
kind of intervention is contrary to
the Indian 's strict adhe r ence to the
principle of self-determination. 0 18

2 ) Tl1e Indian is taught to accept adver sity without complaining . 19 To re ceive assistance wou l d be evidence of
an inability to bear life's hardships.
3) The Indian's optimistic toughness
assures him that although there are
good and bad people in th e world, the
good people will eventually triumph
because of their good n ess . 2 0 An Indian
will believe that if he leads a good
life, hi s needs will be met .
•

4) The India11 concept of sharing reveals
that the accumulation of material
goods for status is alien to Indian

17

culture .
Indians believe that " ...
one ' s worth is measured by one ' s
wi l ljngness and ability to share ." 21
To accept social we] fare services might
indicate greediness.
5 ) Tt1e Indian will usually attempt to
solve interpersonal and emotional
probl.ems within the framework of the
family , utilizing the established
functional culturally acceptable
remedy within their own native system . 22
6 ) Since the Indian perceives the accept ance of social welfare services as an
indication of a lack of self-sufficiency ,
he may decline use of these services in
order to avoid identification with groups
which do receive assistance . 23
7)

With such i nsensitivitv
t
o
their
existence as a unique culture , there is a
strong incli11ation among the Indians to
blend into tt1e white society in order
to advance economically .
Indians with
this attitude would tend to turn down
welfare assistance .

The conclusion to be drawn is that to achieve a
higl1er level of use of welfare services by the
Ir\diana populot1s , tl1e adm i nistrators of these
programs should be educat8d to the cultural
background of their Indian clients and administer tl1ese programs in ligl1t of these uniquP
val t1es .

18
It is this understanding of the Indian
value system which will be explored further
in this manuscript in order to establish a
framework in which socialogical issues can be
translated into architectural issues.

-
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Ca ta wba
Chera\v

. . . I swa.

Congaree

Eno Branch

often lies in their past.
Eno
Keyauwee
Shakori
Sissipahaw
Sugeree

Although the Catawba

Indians were once a great and powerful nation
no definite attempt was ever made in early
times to record their history or to note their
contribution to the peaceful white settlement

Cata\vba Division
Cape Fear Indians

Pe<lee Branch

Pee dee
Warcama\v
Winya\V

Santee
Se\vee
Wateree
Waxhaw
Woccon
Yadkin

Sio1ca11 Stacie

As is of ten said , the key to one's present

of the Indian lands.

Later writers conceded,

however, that the Catawbas were indeed the
largest and most important of the eastern
.
Siouan
tr1. b es . 2 4

The Sioux Indians whose origins are spec ulated to be in Canada branched to the Ohio
Valley and to both sides of the Mississippi

!'VIanahoac
l\.lonacan
Moneton
Tutelo Division

Nahyssan
Occaneechi

Sapon i
Tutela

River .

The eastern migration of the Sioux

tribe took them to the region that is now the
states of South Carolina, North Carolina, and
Virginia.

These Siouan tribes, plus fragments

of other depleted bands of Indians of mixed
Biloxi
Ofo {or -"'losopelea)
Quapa\v (marginnl)

origin who took refuge with them following
various conflicts with the white man,

21
eventually made up what in historic times has
been called the "Catawba Indian Nation . "

A /

LOW ER GREAI LAKES

Twenty-eight known tribes or bands of Indians

l • ('ll') u l"I •

have settled in South Carolina since the coming
of the white man , of these twenty-eight the

?;--OH IO~

VALLEY

Catawbas are the sole survivors.
As a people the Catawbas were great hunters
and warriors , known far and wide for their
skill in the chase and their extreme ferocity
in battle.

Their bravery was proverbial .

The

first white men described the Catawbas with
respect, sometimes with fear.
r

J

" We are not acquainte d with any savages of so

I

(

warlike a disposition as the Katahba and the

SOUTHEAST
...,••

..
...

'\

James Adair said

\

Chikkasah."

0

ft' """"

0

Sub
!'h o wn 1n
S o uth Atlanti c Slo pe A r ea

~
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In times of peach the Catawbas

were kind , hospitabl e , and loyal , but like
other I11dians , when their passions were in-

0

F= .

GUI F OF MEXICO

-=:;;:t

-:::...r=-=--=- ::=t
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-

7 00
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flamed they were savage in the most savage
sense of the word- - scalping, torturing, kill ing, and mutilating the bodies of the slain.

22

Catawba
Ar r

arid

O\~S

bl owRun and darts

In war they spared enemies for neither age
nor sex .

However , the Catawbas had a keen

sense of justice and were never known to
break their pledge except when severely pro voked. 26
Henry Schoolcraft sums up the Catawbas '
tribal c h aracteristics by saying they possessed
" a fixed character for indomitable courage and
1127
consummate art in forest life.

The Catawbas

were unpopular with their Indian neighbors but
were faithful friends of the first English,
German, and Scotch-I rish settlers .
dart wl th d o·m

(7t in.)

9 ane blowgun

•

dart with
rabbit fur
( 10 in. )

Even then

they were reduced to a handful of poor , oppressed people surrounded by whites, they were
brave, and their participation in every early
war this region h as known is recordea .

car1e

( 30 inches 1
a ou rw o o ~

( 31 inches )

28

23

Prior to the settlement of South Carolina
as a colony, the area occupied by the Catawbas
already had significant strategic importance.
There existed a great Indian trail, the Catawbas
Path, which began at the James River, trans versed southern Virginia and the piedmont of
North Carolina, and divided when it reached the
Catawbas Nation in upper South Carolina.

This

path was a well established artery when the
first Europeans came, for centuries serving
not only as a trading path, but as a warpath
29
also.

This trading path was to be the

beginning of the end for the Catawbas Nation.
It was not exploration but the lucrative
gains to be made from furs and skins that led
to the opening up of Catawbas' lands and to
the Indians' close acquaintance with the
English colonists.

White men passing up and

down the Catawbas Path took to the Catawba

24

Indians their st ran ge speec h, r e li gion , customs, and goods.

The aboriginal culture of

the Catawbas began to change radically.

SUGAREES

Some

trader s too k permanent reside nce in the Indian

Indian T erritoria l
•

villages, bringing with them eve ry vice and
•
diseas e known t o the white civilization , in-

ES A\VS

eluding smallpox and drunkenness.
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Catawbas were to soon aband on the ways of the
.

ancient ones .
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Th e ear ly 1700' s already saw the Catawbas
estab lishing villages along the Catawbas River.

.. .. . .

•

~

The

Although trade was in its " golden years ," at
\

~C'1-

t ~L

'

I

l

~

this time the deterioration of populat i on and

\
\

I_......

I

I

traditional culture was readi l y apparent .
Hunting became a n economic necessity, causing
a rapid d eclin e in the plentin ess of game.
Th e practice of selling captur ed e n emies as
slaves and rampant alcoholism l ed to many
internecine wars.

All of these "vio l ations "

of Indian rights led to a wa r of retaliati o n

25
by the Ind i an tribes , the Catawbas included ,

Ttirtol f ro m Si11 floll ona by co 1720?
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CATAWBA

against the colonists in 1715 .

This war be -

came known as the Yamasee War.

At the thre at

of a large scale war with the Cherokee Indians ,
who had sided with the colonists, the Catawba

N
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Indians switched sides and became mercenaries
for the colony.

During this war the Catawbas

virtually exterminated the majority of the
l e sser tribes of the region, especially the
./'..
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Waxhaws, the Santees, and the Congarees .
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Several significant events occurred as a
result of the Yamasee War:

1) The Catawbas

absorbed many of the surviving tribes and thus
became the dominant tribe in the region.
2) Trade acts were imposed by the colonists to
prevent encroachment on Indian rights and land
by ind e pendent traders.

3) The Catawba Indians

began consolidating their villages for a better
defensive posture (possibly against the Cherokee
Indians ) .

Whil e this c o nsolidation c ontinued,
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•
they were plagued by further problems, pr1n-

cipally disease.

In 1738 a smallpox epidemic

greatly reduced the Indian population taking

'\ ·~10 "Ol. C t ;ICU

''"' ~",.

... ~11 00 1111(0 , , 11· 0 . 1

with it most of the tribal leaders.

By the

ate 1750's the Catawbas were losing the capacity
to maintain themselves without aid from the
colonial government .
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The Catawbas maneuvered

for whatever advantage they could gain from
rival governments
.... ••

(N orth Carolina) .

In 1755

the Catawbas numbered about 1500 men, women,

'It

"""' L:;+jjG

and children.

The final blow to the Catawbas

v i ability came in the form of another smallpox

'
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by half.

As a result, the Catawbas abandoned

their old towns and moved to the Waxhaws Old
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epidemic in 1759 which reduced the 1755 numbers
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Fields resulting in the loss of their terri-
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torial sovereignty to the encroaching white
settlers .

The Catawbas were on the verge of

.
.
becoming
reservation
In d.ians. 3 2
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The Catawbas were still populous enough
at the start of the French and Indian War to
be important to the English colonies as
potential mercenaries.

The question of admini -

strative authority over the Catawbas conse quently brought a long standing boundary dispute between North Carolina and South Caroli11a
to a head.

Whichever colony maintained the

allegiance of the Catawbas would also have a
33
mi' l i' t ary e d ge.
In

1755 Governor Glenn of South Carolina

declared a thirty mile radius around the
Catawbas villages to be off limits to white
settlers .

Governor Dobbs of North Carolina

tried to counter this move by proposing the
moving of the dividing line between the
Carolin as from the 35th parallel south to
34°

30 ' ~

Unknowing to South Carolina, this

move would clearly put the main town, Nasaw,
of the old Catawba Nation in North Carolina .
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In July of 1760, the Catawbas wishing to move
closer to the protection of a white settlement, entered into the Treaty of Pine Tree Hill
with South Carolina.

By the terms of this

treaty the Catawbas renounced their claim to
the sixty mile diameter tract of land which
Governor Glenn had reserved for their use.

In

return the Catawbas agreed to accept a fifteen
square mile tract of land in the same area of
South Carolina if the government would build
them a fort.

For all practical purposes, South

Carolina now formally had administrative con34
trol over the Catawbas.
The Catawbas reservatjon had not been
formally surveyed by the time of the Treaty of
Augustain 1763.

In this treaty the Catawbas

agreed to be satisfied with the fifteen square
mile reservation if a survey was immediately
run. 35

Samuel Wyly surv e yed the Catawbas lands

in 1763 and 1764.

After the reservation lands
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were surveyed in 1764 , the proposed boundary
l"ne be ween the Carolinas was extended west•

ward from a

o"nt whic h w s tl1en erroneously
5th parallel .

r se va 'on had not ye

bee n tied into a lar-

s u1·vey, but was c lea· y suppose to fall
wi t1i11 Sou h C rolina.
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Carolina state line.

The Cat awbas were

officially r eservatio n Indians and wards of
the Crown.
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In the period following the Revolutionary
CATAWBA INDIAN RESERVAT ION
LEGEND

-

D

OLD RESEPVATION

their lands out to whites and by the turn of

( 18•'2 Pre~nt)

""NEW llESERVATION
(19~ )

_,...

War the Catawbas began to increasingly lease

196'2)

1762 RESERVATION
BOUNDARY

the century had lost effective control of
nearly all of their reservation.

In 1840 with

the push of th e Indian Removal Bi ll the State
of South Carolina purchased the remaining
Catawbas lands through the Treaty of Nation
Ford.

In 1842 Joseph White, an Indian agent,

purchased a 630 acre tract of land on the west
bank of the Catawbas River nine mi le s below
Rock Hill, South Carolina.
chased i n a n effor t

This land was pur-

to ease the Catawbas'

plight, a nd this reservation became knowr1 as
the "Old Reservation."

37

By 1848 there were approximat ely 110
Indians living o n t h e "Old Reservation," wj tl1

31
·l1e rest of their tribe dispersed among the

Cl1erokee , Cl1oc aw , arid Chickasaw reservations .

By 1867 there were 80 Catawbas Indians left on
·eservation li.vinq... in one room huts with

tl1e
r10

w i nclot.-1 s .

They raised corn , potatoes , and

cot on--morally , socially , and financially

they were a dis

'

n

868 the Reservat·on System was formed

for all Americ

---

--
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'"ace .
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In ians , but this national

icy had litt e effect upo1 the Catawbas . 39

II owev
ur11

· , in 1882 , Mormon missionaries began to
t1ings arour1d for

he Catawbas .

The

Ca ta\vbas we e d ·awn to tl1e r.101!llons for several
re sons :

history of

Tl1e Boo}t of Monnor1s was the direct

1)

he Ind'an fo'"efatl1ers before the

Mormons cante .

2}

Tl1e Ca ta\·1ba s fou11d a

respect Lve pJ ace · n believ i11g that the1r \,'et e

c1esce11da r1ts of t l1e 1 ost tr· be of Israel .

3 ) Tl1e

Monnons had a genuine interest and respect fo r
t he

~ .
40
In(l l a n s .
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In the 1930 ' s there were 240 Catawbas
Indians in South Carolina , 177 of which lived
on the reservation .

At this time , five factors

still prevented conditions from improving for

the Catawbas :

1 ) A depJeted forest resulted in

a shortage of firewood for the Indians .

2) Being

wards of the state , the Catawbas Indians did not
enjoy the status of being a citizen of South
Ca rel. ina .

3 ) Although nationally recognized as

a U. S . citizen , the Catawbas did not receive
federal aid .

4 ) The Catawbas were not permitted

to attend public high schools .

•

5 ) Because of

secregatio11 laws , the Catawbas were prevented
I

,

t.

•

,

•
•

..

.

from being employed 1n ne~rb)· mills .

•
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In 1934 the U. S . Congress passed a resolu-

...

•I

'

''.'. ·

•••

•

•

I
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•

tion trar1sferring the reservation into federal

'•
•

~·

.

•

(

•

control .

In 1940 a 3 , 433 acre land purchase

was made by the State of South Carolina and
tra n sferred to the Bureou of Indian Affairs
for use by tl1e Catawbas Indians .

This new lan(l

33

acquj. sj_ti on became known as the "l1ew Reservation ."

In March of 1944 the Catawbas were

made citizens of the State of South Carolina,
twenty years arter U. S . citizenship had been
CATAWBA INDIAN

.
gr.anted to all American Indiar1s
. 42

RES ERVATI O N
LEGEND

Despite these improvements, the Catawbas

-,..fW l fSllV4TIOH"
(~J

~,,

1161 lfSflVAflOH
IOl>'OAI Y

were still dissatisfied because they still did
not have title to their land and could not
.
1 oans to improve
.
.
h ornes. 43
acquire
t h eir

Thus,

in 1956 under the pressure of the termination
••

movement by tl1e federal government , the Catawbas
sougl1t to terminate their ties with the federal
government and receive ti. tle to their land .
Tl1is became official on At1gust 3, 1959, becoming

-

__..._ .=... -- 1-----rll"'::.;..~
I

e ff e t iv e Feb r
-

---\\

Lla

r y 2 5 , 1 9 G1 w i th a f i r1a1 tribal

role of 631 Jndians .

Each Ir1dian was gi ve11 a

c l1oice of selecting a tract of land or receivi11g
money instead .

'Tl1ree

l1t1nc11-ed forty - five Cata\vbas

Indians were given title to real estate amountino
to 1 , 955 acres , a11d 286 Cata\vbas recei\red cash

34

payments totalling $84 , 656 .

The remaining

tribal assets were put on public auction
totalling $152 , 119 .

The Catawbas had changed

in their thinking and were no longer geographically and socially isolated- - now the
Indian will have to make it just like every
.

.

ot h er citizen .

45

As their light has f ailed,
it has l eft an afterglow
of fid elity and ho1tor.

•
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Today , the Catawbas believe that severing ties as an Indian nation with the federal
government was a mistake .

In 1973 the Catawba

tribe was reorganized and began working toward
LOCATION MAP

re-affiliation with the federal government.
Old deeds and treaties are being investigated
in an attempt to clear questions which still
remain over the purchase and sale of tribal
lands throughout the years.
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Most Catawba

Indians today live in the area around Rock Hill ,
Sot.1th Carolina and on the " Old Reservation. "

-

A recent tribal role indicates that there are
over 1,200 Catawbas in South Carolina, with

(

fl,,'

Mao Pt e pored

br Cotnwbo

Pe91onol PlonntnQ Council, 1977
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-
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approx imately 200 of these living on the state
recognized "Old Reservation . "
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Most Catawba Indians today hold jobs in
th e industrial sector of the Rock Hill area.
They occupy job positions which range from
textile laborers to manag er s.

While the job

security has improved for many Catawbas, there

37

are still ma n y pro blems f ac in g the Catawba
Indi a ns as a tribe .

Some of the s e pro bl e ms

ar e :

CAT/\l~B A

6,000+

17 5 5

1,500

1802

200

18 4 9

llO

1895
l9Jo!/

2 57

l94 3y

J OJ

.ii

~I

2 ) Community Fac iliti e s and Ho using hea lth s e r v i c es, wa t e r and s e we r
f a c iliti es , and q u ality ho us ing a re
gr ea tly n eeded o n the r e s e rvatio n.

240

1 960 3/

ll

POPULATI ON
N>PULJ\TI ON

~
p r e- 1 7 00

!/
1/

1) Financial Resour c e s - sinc e t e rminati on in 1 9 62 the t ribe has n ot
quali f i e d for fed e rally support e d
Indian pr o gr a ms.

63 1

l9 7 7 (est. ) .i/

l , 3 20

2 000 (est.

J . 600

1.V

- .

3 ) Education - l ow s kills and educ ati o n
l e ve ls h a v e s e v erely limit e d t h e job
r a n ge o p p ortunities f o r the Ca tawba s .

Ca tawbns RecQrd e d l ivi ng in South Ca rol i na.

0 ff 1cl6l Ro ll f or 19 4 3 dddi tlona l l nnd ag r eement .
F i nal t r r minatlon Ro l l .
Eatj mated f i n a l 1 9 7 7 Tribal Roll .
Project ed at 1?60- 1977 g r owth r a t e.

SOU RCES :

Saker, The Ui s t oric C!!a~ba People
Brown , The Catawba Indians - The Pe ople o f
Federal R~9 is te r. J ul y 2, 1 9 60
s.1mu cl and nodc-iclt Beck
Wi lbur Sm it h and A s ~oci at e e

the Rlve r

4) Transport a tion - the l ac k o f publi c
tr a n s p o rt a tio n sy ste ms in the a rea
have grea tly r e s t ri c t e d the a c ti v ity
of the e ld e rl y a n d y o uth o f the trib e .
5 ) Community and Ec onomic Pl a nning - the
tribe n e eds professi o nal aid in p lannin g d e v e l o pmen t goa ls and s c h e d ule s.48
In light of th e s e five b a si c problems , the
Ca tawba s h ave set r e ali s tic goa l s in reme d i n g
o r findin g s o lutio ns t o t heir prob lems .

Two

fe d e ral g r a nt s , the Coal iti on o f Eas t ern Nat ive
Ame ri can s

(CENA) a nd the Compre he ns ive Emp l oy -

ment Tr ain i n g Act (CETA) are currently work i ng

38

together to get federal funding for Eastern
Native Americans in which the Catawbas are
a part.

In addition, the Catawba Indians

are currently eligible for Social Security
and Supplemental Security Income

(SSI), Aid

to Families of Dependent Children (AFDC) ,
food stamps, veterans programs, housing
assistance programs, and services to the
49
aged.
The Catawba Indians have been assimilated
to a considerable extent into a predominant
white culture in the Rock Hill area. 50
Despite this assimilation many Catawbas still
follow traditional rules of Indian etiquette.
As discussed in the opening chapter, i t is
these rules of etiquette which may hinder the
Catawbas from taking full advantage of the
current services available to them.

In addi-

tion one Catawba leader has suggested that
Catawbas do not take advantage of as many

51

39
social welfare services as are available because they want to avoid idcntif ication with
.
.
52
bl ac k peop 1 e wh o receive assistance .

A

'' natural enrni ty '' between the Ca t awbas and
blacks is part of Catawba legent, and the
Catawbas have always vigorously denied the
possibility of any admixture , however slight ,
among Catawbas and blacks .
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Finally , in the light of the current
government cutbacks , the future of the Catawba
Indians is not assured .

What happens next

will depend upo11 t11e attitudes of their leaders , the attitudes of the residents , and what
ench group wants for themselves and for the
Catawba tribe, and to the extent to which
these groups are willing to work together.
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SOUTH CARO LINA CASH REC EIPTS
F RO/~ er.op SALES . 1977

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
State and Regional Crop Production

The num-

•
•
ber of farms in
South Caroli n a in
1979 declined

by 1 , 000 from 1978 levels to 35 , 000 .

the tota l number of farms held steady at 35 , 000 .
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of farms remained unchanged for the state .

The

agricultural economy within the Catawba Region
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Market Outlook - The market indicators for
crop production within the Catawba Region are
not strong .

While there is evid ence that the

rapid decline in agricultural production in
the region may be stabilizing , this act i vity
•

is not considered strong enough to base a
significant portion of the Catawbas ' tribal
economy .

All indicators are, even if properly

managed , not supportive of a strong economic
return for the Tribe to commit a significant
portion of their reservation land to agricul tura J development . SS
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TIMBER PRODUCTION
State and Regi o nal Production - Conunercial
forests in South Carolina occupy approximately
12.5 million acres , or 66% of the total land
area of the state.

The type of forest resources

within the state are distributed evenly among
both hardwoods and softwoods.

Loblolly pines

a nd short l eaf pines are the predominant softwoo d type, and oak-hickory is the predominant
hardwood type.

Forest products are relatively

strong in the Catawba Reg ion and now account
for 38.1 % of the cash receipts ofr farm market•
ing.

Market Outlook - The South is rapidly viewed
as the "timber basket" of the world, as
evidenced by the maj or relocation and expansion
of companies such as Georgia Pacific to the
Southe ast.

Traditionally, most farmers hav e

e nt e r e d tree farming as a secondary crop, but
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this is changing with timber in South Carolina
now the leading cash crop--far exceeding either
soybeans or tobacco.

State foresters predict

that prices will continue to rise in the
Catawba Region as more forest related industries continue to relocate to the region.
It should be realized that timber management is not an economic activity to be entered
into lightly for a quick return like an annual
crop.

Tree farming is a long term venture

economically, usually taking approximately 15
years before the economic benefits can be
achieved from the first thinning.

The major

limiting factor to the Catawbas will be the
acreage required to make this a profitable
venture.

As an example, the development of

600 acres - -assuming an annual thinning and
cutting of 15 acres per year, yields only
$2,025 annually.

Acceptable timber manage-

ment assumes . a five year rotation for saw

'

-
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timber and a twenty year rotation for pulpwood, and a growth schedule of twelve to
fifteen years.

At this rate, if two-thirds

of the current families living on the reservation (31) entered into tree farming, it
would require 12,400 acres of harvestable
land for these families to reach a mean in come level of $12,500.

Thus it would be un-

reasible for the Catawbas to enter into tree
farming if they are to be limited to the
630 acre reservation.
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
State ar1d Regional Production - There are two

ri~rth corolino /sou th corolino state llne

--- -

major industrial parks located in Rock Hill
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that would offer extremely strong competition
to the Catawbas in undertaking any major
industrial park development , either on their
present reservation or adjoining land areas to
be acquired by the tribe .

YORK COUNTY
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•

•

Reservot ion

•
•
•
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Kanawha Industrial

Park is a 600 acre industrial park l oc ated in
Rock Iiill .

Sites in this park range from

$5,000 t o $7 , 000 per acre depending on rail
access .

Approximately 500 ac res are still

available in this park for d evelopment .

The

other industrial park is the Rock Hill Indus trial Park .

Only rec e ntly has this 200 acre

industrial park become fully occupied .
Market Outlook - The existe nce of the two industria l

parks combined with the availabil i ty

of private land parcels adjacent to these
ind L1str ial deve lo pm e n ts for future exp ans io11
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is expected to meet the present and fore casted industrial site demand in the county .
These parks enjoy an additional advantage in
both offering interstate a11cl rail access and
already have available infrastructure facilities a11d services.

It is unreasonable and

unrealistic to expect that a sizeable portion
of the Reservation could be committed to a
major industrial park development.
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AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION
State and Regional Production - Fish farming
or aquaculture in this country is rapidly
growing in significance.

While still in its

early stages, fish farms are expected to be
a major protein source by 1990.

Due to its

favorable climate the Southeastern United
States is especially conducive to fish farming, especially that of catfish.

Eel farming

is another aquacultural venture which would
be conducive in this region.

While the

United States is not an eel consuming country,
each year between 4.5 to 6.6 million pounds of
eel are caught.

The major markets for eel are

in Western Europe with a few tons annually
being sold to Japan.

Am e rican ee ls are of

particular interest because they are a potential year-round crop and can grow in v e ry
crowded conditions.

The major U.S. catching

areas are in Virginia and Maryland.
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Market Outlook - The fish farming industry is
still in its infancy.

As such, there are

extreme variations in the industry that tend
to preclude arriving at a composite of business profits and returns on investments.
Costs involved in undertaking either the growing of catfish or eel includes the construction
of ponds (estimated at $3,000 per one acre pond)
plus the purchase of equipment including water
wells, aeration equipme nt, draining equipment,
and such.

The Catawbas could expect a total

capital investment of approximately $5,000 per
pond.

Similarly, while catfish are vulnerable

to a number of diseases and parasites, eels on
the contrary are not and achieve high pond
densities.

Again the major consideration to

the Catawbas will be the required acreage involved.

To produce 300,000 pounds of eel and

one million pounds of catfish, it would take
approximately 70 people in manpower terms.

On
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the average , 6 people are required to manage
every 40 acres of ponds .

This would result

in the use of approximately 400 acres of land
to produce a marketable poundage of catfish
and eel .

The trade-offs in relation to a 630
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acre reservation would be questionable .
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RECREATION AND TOURISM

Concept - As general experience in the Indian
•

culture and recreational arts field suggests,
in most cases where efforts have bPPn made to
att mpt the s'multaneous development of educatio11a

services and commercial ver1tures, prof -

'tabi ity can be elusive .

The educational

u11der aking usually r eq uires staffing and program support from ex ernal sources .

This

process is normally not a self-funding generator,
11d

a1

too of ten the educational branch comes

to rely on the sale of crafts for a minimal income wl1icl1 rest1lts i11 little financial be11efits.
In the case of the Catawba Indians, the
educatio11 1 programs should be approached as a
service rather than a commercial adventure.
the early stages the educational programs

In

\~ould

require outside assistance in establishing a
wot~ k

i

119

framework which wot1ld serve to edt1cate

the Catawbns thPmselves in teaching concepts
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and techniques.

After the programs are "on

their feet," they would become totally staffed
and run by the Indians.

What money is gene-

rated by them would be applied to covering
operating costs making the programs selfsupporting .
Market Outlook - The Catawba Indians have a
potential recreational draw in the form of the
Catawba River .

The potential is high for the

development of a center which could supplement a commercial recreation park witl1 a media
for focusing on the history of the tribe, its
relation to the surrounding area , and also a
retail outlet for the Catawba crafts and arts.
An added plus for a venture of this sort would
be the potential of co-existing or functioning
in conjunction with a major amusement park,
that being Carowinds Amusement Park in North
Carolina .

The close proximity of the Reserva -

tion to Carowinds by means of highways and the
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Catawba River has made the development of a
recreational park on the Reservation an appeaJ.ing idea t o the Carowinds management .
The Carowinds managemen t

sees a venture s uch

as this as a new draw to entice visjtors to
Carowinds to stay an extended period of time.
The major problem with an undertaking
such as this is acquiring the up- front money
for the development , and the fact that a
ve n ture such as t his will only of fer a retur n
during the tourist season .

•
However , since

York County i s considered a

"depressed eco -

nomic area ," the tribe may qualif}' for ad.mis sion tax revenues from the S . C . Department of
Parks , Recreation, and Tourism .

Aga i n , the

limited acreage on the existing reservation

may become a problem.

Priority would need to

be qiven to housing needs and other community
needs , wh ich would tend to hint that additional
acreage may be needed for a developme n t of this
type .
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CULTURAL MUSEUM
Concept - The Catawbas' development of a cultural museum would differ from the more conventional museum program.

In its initial

stages such a facility would benefit more as
a tool for discovering the elements of the
Catawba community which are culturally and
historically rich and could be shared with the
non - Native American community.

Initial efforts

should be oriented toward an inward educational
consciousness through public education and
associated folk life programs before a large
scale exploitation of th e se b e nefits to the
general public.
Market Outlook - To enter a strictly "museum
business" would not be a feasible venture,
for to make a significant entrance into tl1e
museum field would require an art collection
in the range of eight to t e n million dollars.
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A more feasible approach would be to link
with an ex istin g (a nd successful ) museum-in this case the York County Museum.

At

present, the York County Mus eum enjoys an
ann ual visitation of 200 ,0 00 persons , with
80 , 000 of thes e coming from outside York
County .

There is a significant collection

of Catawba art and history within th e muse um,
including a sizeable private collection .

This

collectio n could supply a museum on the
Reservation .

It is unlikely that the visita-

tion level in th e first five years would
generate enough capital to make the facility
se lf-su fficient .

The facility would be more

suited to taking on the character of a learn ing ce nter for tribal educational curriculum
and crafts .

Monies for suc h a fac i lity are

available from s uch programs as :

the National

Endowment for the Arts (NEA ) , the National
Endowme nt for the Human i ties (NEH), the National
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Institute of MusetDTis, and the South Carolina

.
.
60
Museum Commission .

•
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CONCLUSIONS
The diagram on this page is a schematic
representation of the land area which could
possibly come under the control of the Catawba
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required to make the preceeding economic pro-
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po s al s f ea s i lJ 1 e .
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In 1 i gl1t of the infeasibility

of the preceedi11g alternatives in relation to
the current reservation acreage, it is the
opinio11 of tl1is desig11er that the following
priorities would be more conducive to the
development of the Catawba Indians as a tribe :
1 ) Expand existing programs and develop

new programs wl1ich unify the Catawbas
as a tribe and promote the potential
of tl1e Cat.-:iwbc=ts as major contributors
within the surrounding community .
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2) Establish a working relationship within the immediate conununity by offering
programs and services which meet both
the needs of the Indian and non-Indian
communities simultaneously.
3) Promote a wider draw on both the state
and national level by exploiting the
significance of Southeastern Indian
history through a cul tural awareness
center.
A community/cultural center has been proposed as a vital approach to achieving these
goals .

This community/cultural center would

not only act to achieve conununity identity,
but would also serve as an educational facility
for the tribe.

In creating this commlinity/

cultural center as the hub of the Reservation,
careful master planning of the remainder of
the Reservation will occur to coordinate the
development of h ousing facilities,
facilities , and green spaces.

recreational
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IMAGERY
The preceding chapters of this manuscript
have dealt with identifying the problems that
exist not only for the Catawba Indians, but
also for all Native American groups as well.
The underlying cause of these problems extends
from the lack of understanding by the nonNa ti ve American society as to the unique value
systems of these cultures--in a word, their
identity.

It thus becomes the challenge of a

problem such as the cultural/community center
to understand, capture , and translate this
id0ntity into arcl1itec tur,"'ll terms.
At present , confusion exists as to how
the Catawbas perceive themselves in relation
to how th ey are perceived as a people in the
non-Indian corrununity.

The key concept involved

in "ident ity" is individuality--those charact e ristics or mannerisms which are unique to
that person or group.

It is these cl1aracter-

istics or mannerisms which are perceived but
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not necessarily understood by other people.
It follows then that "identity" is in actuality
an inward focusing concept and not one that is
projected to others.

The "identity" which is

perceived by others is an awareness of the
unique characteristics - -in other words, recognition.
In the case of the Catawba Indians, their
identity as a people is misplaced as to its
basis.

While many Native Ame rican cultures

have a clear understanding as to their past
value systems and have been able to preserve
a portion of it, the Catawbas have not been
fortunate e nough to enjoy sucl1 a knowledge .
What the Catawbas have been able to preserve
is a desire to exist as a people with dignity
and r espect--in a word, pride.

It is this

pride which is the Catawba Indian identity.
Thus in dealing with the imagery of the
Catawba Indians, it must be dealt with on two
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levels:

identity and recognition.

The iden-

tity will be a constant unchanging perception
of the Catawbas by the Catawbas.

The rec og-

nition will be a concept which will change as
the public's perception of the Catawba Indians
changes--are the Catawbas s een as a tourist
attraction or are they seen as a learning experience into a way of life that is foreign
but at the same time fascinating to us all .

•
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SYMBOLISM
As has been discussed in previous chapters, much of the Catawbas' rituals and
symbols have been lost to the ages.

As a

result of this the ancestry link of the Catawba
Indians to the larger Sioux tribe becomes extremely important as a source of symbolism to
be intergr ated into the cultural/conununity
center.
The concept of Indian religion evolves
out of a system of symbols or units of meaning
that are used to rationalize the world and
man's place in it.

What grows out of these

units of meaning is a self-created expression
of what is "holy"--the rationale behind this
thinking is that spiritual understanding be comes a quantity (or power) that one can
receive more of as one strives to better himself.

In the Sioux tradition, this religious

concept is graphically portrayed in ritual
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which has many variations and names (i . e . the
Sun Dance ) , but has the same underlying meaning of man moving from his public domain to
the spiritual domain in quest of spiritual
e11 l i ghtenmen t .
In the Su11 Dance, t11e con text of the
existing world is defined by six points .

The

four compass points (north, south, east, and
west) define the boundaries of the physical
world .

The point above defines the spiritual

world, and the poi11t belo\v defines the sanctity
of tl1e earth .

As ma11 quests for spiritual

knowledge he moves on the east to west axis
(symbolic of the rising and setting of the sun)
to occupy the center of the six points in which
is qt1est is completed and or1self is proved .
Thus , in the ritual the Indian concept of
mar1 is seen as not extremely important in relation to the world except when questing spiritual
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knowledge-- a concept of knowing one ' s place
which is contrary to many of the conceptions
of the non-Indian society .
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'I'I1E NAT IVE AMERICAN CENTER
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Mi.nneapolis , Minnesota
Hodne/Stageberg Partners,
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Program - The Native American Center grew out
of tl1e Minneapo .l is Model Ci ties Program as an
effort to renew th e sense of identity and self
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image in the Indian community.

The building

was to reflect the emerging pride in the Indian
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heritage within the city as well as the Indian
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community .

The facility was to provide space

for ceremonial , cultural. , social , and recreational. activities , without becoming engulfed
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Solution - Spaces within the center were divided
into three main areas:
and social .

recreational , cultural ,

The solution was a two - story

pavillion structure surrounding a two - story ex hibition space.

In keeping with the Indians'

preference for natural materials and open spaces ,
the pav illion struc tu re is composed of 112 ft .
l o n g glued l a min a t ed wood beams supported on
con crete columns an d end bearing walls .
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Analysis - The building is successful in unifying the three main activity areas under one
roof .

The integration of exterior spaces with

interior spaces provides for a sequential or
"ceremonial " transition from outside to inside .
Despite inconsistent detailing and occasional
guestio11able geometry, tl1e building successfully
m kes a statement about the aspirations , both
social and cultural, of its Indian users through
material and form .
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PINE POIN T EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOL
Pine Point, Minnesota
Hodne/Stageberg Partners, Inc .
Program - The Pine Point Experimental School
called for the accommodation of new cafeteria ,
administrative , and educational spaces to be
li11ked to existing facilities.

Solution - The commons space is developed as
the unifying element functionally, spatially,
and visuRlly .
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nnalysis - The building is successful blending
symbolism with function .

The significance

symbolically of the central space adds strength
and order to the peripheral arrangement of the
new spaces and makes for a very usable building .
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THE MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY
University of British Columbia
Vancouver , Canada
Arthur Erickson
Program - This facility was to house and display artifacts of the Northwest Pacific Indians.
In addition , this facility was to function as
an educational tool for the aboriginal cultures .
great hall
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court. 1 l
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theater,

visible c;torage

ramped gal lery

lobby,•

the entry?

c3 ' f1

Solution - The siting of the building and the
overal l design give tribute to the ancient
villages from which the artifacts came .

The

building's structural theme is a cadence of
concrete chanr1els and posts, reminiscent of the

~

1

•

of fices seminar rooms

framework of the ancient Northwest Indian longhouses.

The facility is made of two lesser

gal .l eries which culminate in a " great hall "
which h ouses artifacts ranging from eight to
for ty-five feet in height .

•
Analysis - Tl1e beauty of tl1is building lies in

its display of artifacts and the integrated
symbolism in the structure.

By using natural

l ighting, the artifacts are viewed against sky
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and trees--as if in their natural state.

Ex-

citement is enhanced by changes in volume
culminating in the great hall with its massiv e
spans, highly symbolic of the movement through
the ancient villages.

Whil e highly symbolic

in form, this museum fails to carry through a
fonn/symbolic identification in its handling.
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HISTORICAL BUILT FORMS
Villages - As early as can be ascertained, the
Catawba village life centered around a house

•

....

which served as "city hall and conununication
center. "

In later years, this central house

transformed into the chief ' s house and became

•..

the center of community activity.

The average

village consisted of f iteen to twenty huts
arranged in a more or less circular pattern
around the central house.

This afforded pro-

tection to the village and the chief.
~ere

Villages

usually located near the river and within

twenty miles of each other.
Huts - The early Catawbas lived in one room

,.
•

, -'

huts built of timber, bark, and cane brush
coverd with animal hides and piled or banked

.

with dirt to keep out cold winds.

This hut

form later developed into the suk, ornative

. . •- -

house .

The suk was constructed of squares and
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note ed oak logs

ith a gabled roof of large

hand split oak shingles

There was no chink-

ing between the logs and no openinqs except

for a door on the west end.
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P RE SENT BUILT FORMS
At present ,

the predomir1ant housing foi-m

existing 011 the Reservation is the mobile home .
This is mainly due to the fact that adequate
water and sewer facilities do not exist at
present on the Reservation and the fact tha t

B

building loans cannot be obtained using the

-

Reservation land for mortgages .

Thus , the

mobiJ.e home offecs t11e most feasible form of

.
.
•
.
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.
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7
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-

•

l1ousir1g foL· the major it}· of tl1e Crttawba families .
Some Indian families have been able to build
l1omes on or near t11e Reservation .

Tl1ese homes

tend to be very characteristic of the " spec ''
homes of the
011e

stot~y

st11~rou11ding

with n

q~ble

VPneer exterior walls .

area, usually being

roof and brick or sl1ing le
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of the Southeast .
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development .

Interstate 85, just north of the

region, is an important l ink to Raleigh, Durham,
Gre e nsboro , and Cha rlotte , North Carolina , and
to Atlanta, Georgia.
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Both interstates 77 ar1d 85

effectively connect the region to the national
interstate highway system.
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Thi s network in-

e ludes the major U.S . Ro utes 21 , 176, and 321

A
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which connect the Rock Hill area to the major
economic centers of Spartanburg , Greenville ,
and Columbia , South Carolina to Ch arlotte ,
North Carolina .
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The air transportation for t h e region is
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charac t erized warm , somewhat humid summers ,

~
...,, ... 0

or improve all airport services within the

The climate of the Catawba Region is

llG<.rtt ?

, . ........ , , "'""'4•' .. ...... """'

Plans are currently underway to expand

Cl>~-

mild winters , and long pleasant spri ng and fall
seasons .

Summers usually ru11 from May until

September . 6 4

On the average , 67 days have a

maxi mum temperature of 90° or more .

The sum-

mer is u s u ally the rainest season of the year
with 3 0 % of the annual rainfall occuri ng duri11g
t he summer months . 65

Average annual precipi-

tation , most of which falls as rain, is 46
.
h es. 6 6
inc

79

The colder months run from December to
February.

Winters are mild and relatively

short , although freezing temperatures occur
about half of the days in winter.

There is

a good chance that a snow flurry will occur ,
however, only occasionally are snowfalls
significant, and snow cover for an extended
. d is
.
per10
unusua 1 . 67
The Catawba Region

•

lS

located almost en-

tirely in the Piedmont Geological Region ,
which is characterized by extensive igneous
and metamorphic rocks.

A fall line occurs at

the edge of the coastal plain ; north of the
fal l line, the terrain is rolling , with small
areas of steep slopes ; south of the fall line,
the land is relatively flat.

68
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REGIONAL INFLUENCE
Existing Land Use
In the immediate area of the Catawba
Reservation, existing land use patterns vary
widely, with urban oriented uses generally
concentrated in the northern boundaries.

As

can be seen on the existing land use map,
existing residential uses in the southern
boundaries are primarily concentrated along
major road systems.

Mobile homes constitute

a significant portion of the existing housing
along these routes.

It is important to note

that at present these areas are characterized
by the absence of residential subdivisions
and planned unit developments.
U.S. Route 21 has been the major spine
for urban development in the area, with industrial, commercial, and some residential uses
clustered along its length.

The principal

commercial activity is concentrated in the

81
area bounded by I-77, U.S. 21, and Route 161.
Of this commercial activity, the major portion
is related to the convenience shopper.

Two

major industries are located south of the
Reservation--these being Bowater Corporation
in York County, and the Ashe Brick Company
located in Lancaster County.
Agricultural activity in the area is also
limited, with most land under cultivation
devoted to corn and soybeans.

Some cattle pro-

duction is evident, but not in a sizeable
marketable quantity.

The highest percentage

of acreage in this area is devoted to timber
production.
Existing residential use is more extensive to the north of the Catawba Reservation.
The bulk of the residential push from the city
of Rock Hill is more intensive on and adjacent
to the southern shores of Lake Wylie due to
the new residential developments which have
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recently opened there .

The bulk of the

dential push toward the Catawba Reservation
stems from the population expansion of the
city of Fort Mill , and to a smaller degree,
the city of Rock Hill .

In 1976 , it was estimated that 96,200
people resided in York County .

Approximately

44% of the County ' s residents live in unin corporated areas .

Rock Hill, the County ' s

largest municipality ,

cont~ins

over 50\ of

this population within its urbanized area .
The projected population for the County for
•
the target date 2000 is 134 , 500 , an increase

of 38 , 300 persons , or 28 . 5% over the 1976
estimate .

The primary growtl1 centers, from

a nun1erical standpoint , will be the Rock Hill
and Fort Mill areas .

Tl1is increased popula-

tio11 will pressure the existing residential

84

boundaries t o expand in the direction of the
Catawba Reservation where there now exists a
plentiful supply of undeveloped land area,
and toward the Lak e Wylie area where new
developments are starting to occur .
Probably mo re than any other factor , I -7 7
will provide new and accelerated growth opportunities in York County.

It will generate new

land use demands for market oriented facilities
such as transport companies , wholesale and
warehouse operat ions, and most industries.
Highway oriented commercial uses also will vie
for locations at the principal interchanges in
York County.
As a result of thes e projected development
trends , the York County Planning Commission
has developed the following future land use
plan to be implemen t ed in York County as a response to the present and projected growth
the area.
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THE SITE
The Reservation
The Catawba Indian Reservation is situated 10 miles southeast of Rock Hi ll , South
Carolina , 20 miles northeast of Lancaster ,
South Carolina , and 35 miles south of Char lotte , North Carolina .

The Reservation land

is comprised of approximately 630 acres of
rocky , partially wooded land along the Catawba
River in eastern York County , South Carolina.
Additionally , as a result of land settlements
occuring when the Catawbas ' federal tribe
status was terminated , several Catawba families
own land adjoining the Reservation .

Also , the

Mormon Church of which the Catawba Indians a r e
affiliates , owns 1 35 acres of land in the
vicin i ty of the Catawba Reservation .
I

Circula ti on
Access to the Reservation is provided by
Reservati on Road and several secondary roads

89
which intersect with South Carolina Highway #5
and U.S. Highway #21.

All existing approaches

to the Reservation are by means of the auto mobile, and at present lack definition.

The

only existing landmark which alerts the visitor that the Reservation land is about to be
entered is the White Mormon Church which lies
off of Reservation property on Reservation
Road.
Actual road systems within the Reservation
are extremely limited and are of average to
poor quality.

The main service road of the

Reservation is a dirt road with a gravel cover•
ing.

This road serves as the only organizing

element for the Reservation.

All branch roads

extend from this service road and are predominantly dirt roads with poor drainage.

Ac-

cess to the Catawba River is by means of two
existing dirt roads- -on e extending from the
existing gymnasium building, and the other,
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also a dirt road, extending through the agri cultural area of the Reservation.

At present,

no accommodations in the form of sidewalks
and trails exist .
Land Forms
The Catawba Reservation is bounded on the
eas~

by the Catawba River and Lancaster County ;

the north and west by farmland and small resi dential areas ; and thP south by woodlands .
These boundaries of fer protection both i n a
visual and noise sense, and also in a physical
sense as a buffer against reservation development and surrounding neighborhood expansion .
The geography of the Reservation is typical of
the Catawba region .

The topography is gently

rolling with elevations ranging from 460 feet
t o 600 feet .

Soils are of the t a t um-manteo

association with moderate to severe limitations
for fou ndatio11s and septic tanks .

The Reservation
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is almost cut in half by a flood plane occur ring at the 500 foot elevation .

Extending

from this flood line , the area toward the
Catawba River offers approximately 200 acres
of fert i le and donducive to cultivation .

The

land extending above the flood line away from
the Catawba River offers the better land con ducive to extensive foundations and utility
development .
The potentially better views occur along
the flood line oriented toward the Catawba
River and away from surrounding residential
neighborhoods .

At present, a medium to light

tree l i ne blocks the views to the Catawba River .
Natural resources on the Reservation are
limited .

Th e major natural resource is the

Catawba River .

The Reservation is forested

with pines , oaks , and cedars, but not in any
marketable quantity .

Despite the fertile land
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which occurs along the rive r bottom land,
there exist no known mineral resources on
the Reservation.
Structures
On the Reservation the dominant resi dential structures are mobile homes and a
few " spec" houses clustered around the access
road.
o~

There exists at present no public water

sewer systems.

Water is supplied through

individual wells, and sewerage is handled by
individual septic tanks.

Except for residences

the only other structures on or in the immediate vicinity of the Reservation are the Mormon
Church and a gymnasium also functioning as a
community center.
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SITE SELECTION
In investigating the appropriate location
for the new cultural/conununity center, two site
alternatives were selected and analyzed based
on the foJlowing criteria:

soil stability,

proximity to the Catawba River, selected views
f

and orientations , and impact on the overall
Jand use concept plan.
Site #1
Site #1 occupies a high knoll within the
center of the agricultural land use area of
the Reservation.

The soil in this area is

stable for extensive foundation work.

The site

is located a considerable distance from the
Catawba River and would require extensive
clearing to create views to the River.

A

major disadvantage of this site is that major
road construction would be necessary to make
the site accessible to the established entranre
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road.

This road construction would split the

Reservation land in half and would tend to
isolate the cultural/conununity center rather
than develop it as the Reservation hub.
Site #2
Site #2 occupies a high hill which essentially forms the "hinge" of the Reservation.
This "hinge" position becomes embraced by the
remaining Reservation land area rather than be
split by it.

The site's close proximity to

the Catawba River affords excellent views in
all major directions with limited clearning
required.

This site offers a logical termjnus

point for the conceptual entrance sequence
making the cultural/conununity ce11ter the hub
of the Reservation.

Another plus for this

site is the availability of land above the
fJood plain in the north-south orientation
for expansion.
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Conclusions
Si t e #2 was selected based on its ability
to best meet the criteria establ ished initially.
In addition, site #2 comp letes the overa ll concept plan for land use in a logical manner and
establishes the cultural/community center as
the physical hub of the Res ervati on.
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COMMUNITY - TRIBAL ORIENTED
Administrativ e
-Off ice space should be provided for the
cl1ief of the tribe.
This space should
reflect the symbolic position of the
chief within the tribal structure.
-Off ice space should be provided for the
secretary/treasurer of the tribe.
This
office is significant as the main liaj.son
between the tribe and the public.
-Clerical space should be provided for
the administrative secretary.
-A reception space sl1ot1ld be provided which
will function as the information center.
This space should be adjacent to the main
lobby and have access to a waiting area.
-A vault area should be provided adjacent
to the admjnistrative area.
This secured
area will be for the storage of tribal
records and monies.
-A conference room should be provided which
will accorrunodale six lo ten persons.
This
space will be primarily used for Tribal
Cour1cil meetings and should be symbolic
of their importance.
-An assembly area should be provided for
trjbal meetings .
This space should be
viewed as symbolic and sacred.
-Private restrooms and storage areas should
be provided.
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TRIBAL - COMMUNITY ORIENTED
Educational
-Classroom space should be provided for
the instruction in teaching concepts
and techniques to tribal and community
members.
-Off ice space should be provided for job
developing counseling and the administration of welfare services.
-Off ice space should be provided for the
counseling and administration of family
•
services.
-O ff ice space should be provided for the
•
administration of family health services
and the storage of records.
-Examination rooms should be provided for
health services and nursing care services.
-A waiting area should be provided adjacent
to health care office and examination rooms.
This space should be private but convenient
to the entrance .
Assembly
-An indoor assembly area should be provided
This
for large lectures and meetings.
space should be accessible to the
lobby and restrooms .
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-An exterior assembly area should be provided for outdoor gatherings and
exhibitions.
This space should be accessible to the studio facilities and the main
lobby.
-An indoor assembly area should be provided
for the conduction of Mormon religious
services.
This space should have its own
entrance.
-A lounge space for leisure activities of
the youth and elderly should be provided.
This space should have access to restrooms
and the exterior.
-Daycare activities (indoor/outdoor play
areas, reading areas, arts and crafts)
should be provided for with access to
restrooms and the main entrance.
-Kitchen facilities for lunches and special
occasions should be provided for.
This
space should be convenient to a dining area
and the meeting areas, with servicing to
the exterior.
Recreational
-A gymnasium facility for indoor recreational activities (basketball and volleyball) should be provided for with con venience to locker faailities.
-Locker and shower room facilities should
be provided for with facilities for both
men and women.
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-Pool facilities should be provided for
outdoor recreation.
This area should
accessible to the locker and shower
facilities and maintenance areas.
Seating areas and a sunbathing area should
also be considered.
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CULTURAL
Educational
- Classroom space should be provided
for the instru ction i n Catawba history
a n d culture for adults .
-Classroom space should be provided for
the instruction of youths in Catawba
history and culture.
-Studio space should be provided for
the instruction in, production and
exhibiting of Catawba Indian pottery .
This space should accommodate space for
clean up and storage of materials , and
should contain an interior/exterior
f ireplace-- drying area for the firing
of pots.
- Stu dio space should be provided for the
instruc t ion in and production of Catawba
basket weaving . Space should be pro vided for clean up and storage of materials .
- A library facility should be provided for
t h e Catawba Indian resource collection.
Space s hould accommodate stack areas, and
both interior and exterior reading areas .
Accessibility to the classroom and lecture areas should be considered.
-A museum facility should be provided for
the housing and exhibiting of artifacts
of the Catawba heritage- - both permanent
and transient.
The exhibition space
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should have flexible accommodations for
exhibiting non-permanent displays and
pottery shows. Careful consideration
should be given to lighting and the
symbolic ex hibiting of displays.
A sales
area convenient to the lobby should be
considered and a projection room would be
a plus.
Amenities
-A main lobby space should be provided as
an orientation point, and could also serve
as an inf ormation center and sales area .
-Public restrooms, both male and female,
convenient to the main lobby should be provided and should be handicapped accessible .
-Mechanical support spaces should be pro vided for servicing considered .
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LAND USE CONSIDERATIONS

-Housing on the Reservation is predominan t ly
mobile homes . Since tl1e Resrvation is currently held in trust , trib~l members are unable
to obtain mortgages to build permanent s truc tures . Many of the present homes are dilapi dated and many lack adequate plumbing facilities .
Tri.bal. officials estimate an immecliate need for
40 to 50 new units to relieve inadequate or sub standard housing conditions for members on and
off tt1e reservation . This new development should
occur in such a manner as to promote a sense of
community , a sense of mutual aid , and a strong
sense of. boundary and security . Within the
development of a new housing scheme , green spaces
and sub - community areas should be caref u lly
integrated as to complete ~na compliment the
overall gro\vth trer\d of tl1e area .
-Agricultural areas should be planned into the
overall land use planning to assure the best
use of the existing prime crop land . These
cultivation areas will be tribal use and not
for commercial production . By consolidating
crop ~reas rathern than letting independent
gardens occur , the tr~dition of tribal pro duction is kept intact and again makes best
use of the existing crop areas .
-Leisure recreaLiona1 areas should be planned
into the overall land use to acconunodate the
limited public recreational activities which
could occur in conjunction with the cultural
community center . Approximately 5 acres of
land occurr i r1g \.vi thi 11 tl1e f 1 ood pl a ir1 area
adjacent to the Catawba River could be
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developed into nature and bike trails incl uding picnic shelter areas.
In conjunc tion with these leisure activities a mock
Catawba Village could be developed including
longhouse, suks , restrooms, and tent campin g
areas . This village development would need
4 acres for developing whic h would include
canoeing faci li ties in the form of dock and
storage areas .
- Planned vehicul ar circulation systems need
to be logically es t abljshed to accommodate
both private and publ i c traffic without
conflicting with pedestrian movements.
Road
systems should be integrated with the natur al
setting and should not encourage heavy
public traffic th roughout the Reservation.
In kind , large areas of unbroken parking should
be avoided as not to impinge on the natural
surroundings . Alternative means should be considered as to their appropriateness (i. e .
asphalt , gravel , pavers , grass - crete , etc .).
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ACTIVITY

REQUIRED S.F.

EXISTING S.F.

COMMUNITY:
Administrative

-chi efs
off ic e

200

100

-secretary/
treasurer

200

100

-clerical w/
storage

300

-receptionist

200

-vault area

150

- conf erence
room

250

-restrooms

(2)

-stora ge

130
100

-tribal meeting
area

3,000

Administr ative
Total

4,530

200

-._ '4 .... -

-c

(1

a e service

850
250

-family service
co
9

200

-fam·ly health
service

250

·nat on
CJ

s
5

,850
Asseaobly

-religious
se · es

,000

-lounge

300

- ayca e

850

-restrooms (2)
-kitchen/dining
Assembly Total

442

80

560

610

5.790

1,052

s
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ACTIVITY
Recreational

REQUIRED S.F.

•
-gymnasium

5,040

4,620

-locker
rooms (2)

1,000

675

Recreational
Total

6,040

5,295

-classrooms (2)

1,700

-pottery studio

1,600

-bask e t studio

1,000

-library

2,000

-museum

5,200

CULTURAL
Educational

EXISTING S.F.

-projection
room

850

Educational
Total

12,350

1 13
AC'l' IV I'TY

Amenities

-lobby

500

-sales area

200

-restrooms ( 2 )

400

l\menj_ties

Total

Cultural/Community Ctr . Subtotal
Strt1cturaJ /Mech . /Cj rctilation ( 15% )
Cultural /Commun .i ty Ctr . 'rota].

EXTERIOR
SPACES

REQUIRED S . F .

EXISTING S .F.

800

1 , l 00

800

31 , 660
4 , 749
36 , 409

7,347

-pool

5 , 850

- assembly

3 , 000

Total

8 , 850

7 , 347
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THE DESIGN CONCEPT
The approach taken in the design of the
facility was to translate the identity and
recognition of the Catawba people through a
symbolic use of elements and spaces in order
to avoj_d becoming cliche in graphic symbolism.
Since the Indian ideal is one of living with
the land rather than living on it, the cultural/commt1nity center was conceived as one
which compliments the land rather than domi nates it--a statement which would be simple
in means but sophisticate d in meaning.
The programmed spaces were o rganized
into two main categories, those functions
which related to the Indian and non-Indian
commt1ni ty a11d those ft1nct ions which related
to the Ir1clian corrunt1nj ty only.

This distinct

separation is carried tl1roughout the design
as a grouping element for circulation, parking,
etc .

The major organizing element i11 the
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scheme became two walls.

The first wall (on

the public side) represents the barrier of
Indian culture which the white man has penetrated by force.

This wall becomes the

entrance to the museum and to both the public
and Indian activities.

The second wall (on

the Indi a n side) is enco untered after passing
beyond the first wall.

This second wall

represents that higher level of spiritual
Indian values which the white man has not obtained an unde rstanding of and thus is not
worthy of experiencing.

Thus, this wall

serves to embrace the sacred meeting area ,
a plac e only accessible to the Indians.
Th e circulation of the facility is based
on the symbolic movement of the Indians within their s ix point conception of the world.
The eas t-west axis becomes a symbolic axis
used for the procession to t h e sacred meeting
a rea from the eas t

in relation to the Catawba

117
River.

The second axis, t h e north-south axis ,

becomes a functional axis on which circulation
between spaces occur.

Th e verti cal circ ul ation

is ba sed on the hi erarc hy of spaces ascending
the hill between the high and low points .

The

museum occupi es the low point (the " below ")
representing the sanctity of the Catawbas'
h istory .

Functionally, this posi t i on also

a ll ows the blockage of natural lig ht which
would damaqe ma ny of the exhibits housed here.
The administrative area occup i es the highest
point (the "above ") symbolizing the spiritual
knowl e dge and guidance of the tribal leaders
represented in the conference room where the
Tribal Council meets .
The treatment of the spaces i s s imple
in means , making use of clerestory lighting
and simpl e wall penetrations .

The materia ls

chosen are t o accommodate the l ow maintenance
r e quir e d i n this facility and to also make us e
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of the native materials available in the
area (i.e. field stone).
It must be reiterated that the primary
use of the facility is the Indian, and as
such must serve as a constant reminder and
inspiration as to who the Catawbas are and
who they can be.

Secondly, the facility must

leave the non-Indian visitor with the recognition of a way of life different from his
own through the experience of the spaces and
movement within.
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